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rapid7 rapid7 delivers comprehensive visibility into your organization. organizational data
is often scattered across a number of systems, making it difficult to get a complete picture

of the impact of security breaches. rapid7 edge security provides deep, contextual
visibility into the security and compliance posture of your organization, helping you spot
the most strategic issues. download the rapid7 report. the aclu center for democracy and
technology freedom of information act project released a new report on the department of

homeland security sharing of counter-terrorism information with local law enforcement.
the report looks at the impact of information sharing to protect the public safety and to

ensure constitutional protections for individuals. find out more about the project and how it
is funded. download the report here. cisa provides a vendor-supplied patch for each

vulnerability. if a patch is not available, a brief explanation of the work-around is provided.
on october 5, 2017, the advisory listed the patch for this vulnerability. malware is code

that is designed to infiltrate, damage, or destroy computer systems. it is typically used to
steal sensitive information, such as bank account details, or to disrupt the normal

operations of the infected computer. malware may also be used for malicious purposes.
the code may be delivered to a computer, such as by email, or it may be downloaded via

infected websites or downloaded from a peer.
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globally, organizations have experienced an increase in malware attacks. malware is an
intrusive software that is designed to damage and destroy computers and computer

systems. [vi] to mitigate the risk of malware deficiencies, organizations should implement
intrusion and breach notification software. synopsys showcased its prototyping, ip, and

application security testing offerings at this weeks embedded world conference in
nuremberg, germany. the company demonstrated its virtualizer development kits,

designware arc ev6x embedded vision processors, and designware 56g ethernet phy ip at
the conference. meanwhile, synopsys and palma ceia semidesign announced the

integration of palma ceias lte cat nb1/nb2 rf transceiver ip with synopsys designware arc
em9d processor ip to deliver a complete low-power nb-iot ip solution for both standalone
or embedded modems. synopsys also debuted the new enhanced security package for
synopsys designware arc hs processors, enabling designers to develop isolated, secure

environments that help protect embedded systems and software from evolving threats in
high-end automotive, storage, and gateway applications. synopsys is a world leader in

electronic design automation (eda) and semiconductor ip, bringing innovation and industry-
standard solutions to silicon and system development. this allows system and software

designers to reduce time-to-market and quickly develop smarter, safer and more reliable
systems. synopsys has more than 27,000 customers, including automotive, consumer,

industrial, networking, and telecommunications customers, as well as original equipment
manufacturers (oems) and system integrators (sis), and is based in mountain view,

california. 5ec8ef588b
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